The Association of Medical Illustrators’ 63rd Annual Meeting is being held from July 16-20, 2008, at the University Place Conference Center and Hotel in Downtown Indianapolis on the campus of Indiana University Purdue University at Indianapolis (IUPUI).

The AMI Indianapolis 2008 event will showcase the Association of Medical Illustrators’ visual creativity, skill, and intellect. Medical Illustrators are primarily artists, who create material designed to facilitate the recording and dissemination of medical and bio-scientific knowledge through visual communication media. AMI members are involved not only in the creation of such material, but also serve in consultant, advisory, educational and administrative capacities in all aspects of bio-scientific communication and visual education. Our Indianapolis meeting will be a catalyst for the continued growth of both our membership and of our profession.

A large illustrated Salon Exhibition will display over 250 original medical illustrations from members worldwide that depict open-heart surgical procedures, molecular structure, medical research, genetics, bio-science, and animation. Also included in the program are presentations relating to medical imaging and rendering of CAT scan data, design of the world famous heart-themed Ace of Hearts motorcycle, successful editorial magazine illustration, molecular and protein illustration, and a presentation on the newly discovered the use of optics in Renaissance painting.

In addition, topics will be presented dealing with lower extremity motorsports trauma, stem cell research, computer-based temporal bone surgical simulation, digital line drawing, fifty years of anatomy, and anatomical mistakes in medical textbooks. Full and half-day Workshops will be given in computer animation, color theory, facial beauty, museum conservation, portraiture, and human anatomy. Our meeting is primarily designed for our Professional, Associate, and Student members of the Association of Medical Illustrators for purposes of continuing education and technical advancement. For meeting registration information, visit: www.ami.org

For additional information about the meeting or the profession, please contact:

Zina Deretsky  zderetsk@nsf.gov
Alison Burke  alison.burke@jama-archives.org
Gary Schnitz  gschnitz@indianahandcenter.com (317) 471-4446 or (317) 997-4644
Tom Weinzerl  tweinzer@iupui.edu (317) 278-1550
Vanessa Reilly  amimeetings@allenpress.com